Bird Netting is one of the most versatile methods of bird exclusion available. It can be installed on, over or around an endless list of objects, openings and structures to keep birds out and surfaces clean. Along with the netting, we offer a complete line of hardware and accessories to make your bird netting installation more efficient. The sketches below show examples of how versatile bird netting can be.

### Netting Application Examples

**Nixalite Bird Netting**

**PollyNet Lightweight**
Use when low visibility and economy are more important than durability.

**PollyNet Premium**
1/2” sq mesh for all bird sizes. Good mix of strength and economy.

**B-Net Bird Net**
Mid-grade all purpose multi-strand netting. 3 mesh sizes available.

**K-Net HT Bird Net**
Toughest net in bird control. All purpose net for use in harsh environments.

**Mist Net Capture Net**
For the humane capture and re-location of small birds and bats. 8ft x 30ft size.

**Yard-Tek Garden Net**
Protect small gardens, shrubs and trees from birds. Quick, easy & low cost.

**Bare Hand Vineyard Net**
Safe & humane bird exclusion for vineyards, berry crops and other row crops.

**Welded Wire Mesh barrier**
Metal wire barrier for pest birds and nuisance animals. Stainless and galvanized steel.

Not sure which to use? Contact Nixalite.

**Overhangs**
- Roof Eaves
- Porches
- Dormers
- Balconies

**Complicated Structures**
- Column Caps
- Frieze Work
- Pediments
- Reliefs
- Cornices

**Overhead Systems & Large Structures**
- Lights
- Pipes & Ducts
- HVAC Units
- Warehouses
- Workshops
- Boat Docks

**Small Openings & Gaps**
- Dryer Vents
- Open Pipes
- Air Ducts
- Latticework
- Soffit Vents
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*Support System: When enclosing large areas with bird netting (i.e. small orchards, water tanks, ponds, etc.) the support system is absolutely critical to the success and longevity of the netting enclosure! The larger the area, the more comprehensive the support system must be. A well supported netting enclosure lasts longer and is more effective at bird exclusion. Contact Nixalite for recommendations.